EXTRACTION
LABS

Turnkey Cannabis Extraction Labs:
We build fully equipped cannabis extraction and
processing units with interlocked electrical and
emergency systems. These include all explosion
proof controls, gas detection systems, and
ventilation for both dilution and extraction
fan systems.
We have professionally engineered our containers
for Co2, Butane, Hexane, Isopropyl Alcohol, and
mixed solvents. Our extraction pods offer a safe
and controlled environment for effective cannabis
extraction and processing.
Our container systems have been approved by the
Washington State Liquor Control Board, and several
local fire departments in multiple states including
California, Nevada, Colorado and Oregon.
All our buildings including our C1D1 and C1D2
Extraction Laboratories have been professionally
engineered and have undergone a 3rd party
engineering review.

MODULAR
GROW PODS

Linked Equipment Grow Pods:
We can supply you with a ready-to-go Grow Pod
fully equipped with Lights, De-Humidifiers, HVAC,
CO2, Electric, Plumbing, and much, much more
to get you growing in a fraction of the time from a
conventional build out.
These turnkey containers eliminate the headache
of missing crucial deadlines and going over
budget due to months of construction. Our
plug and play containers will allow you to start
generating revenue immediately.
Our totally sealed, self-contained buildings
are fully automated and come with stateof-the-art controls to precisely manage and
keep the container at its optimal condition for
your cultivation needs. By controlling all the
atmospheric variables associated with cannabis
cultivation, we can replicate the environment
identically from container to container regardless
of the strain or specimen inside.

KITCHEN
CONTAINERS

Commercial Kitchen Containers
Our Kitchen Containers are intended to be used
on or off the grid and can be customized for your
specific business needs. Our modern, building code
compliant kitchens are an alternative to traditional
building methods.
Our modular solutions are particularly suited to
sites that have no kitchen facilities or are looking to
upgrade or extend the footprint of current facilities.
Our Commercial Grade Kitchens are the perfect
environment to try out your new recipes. Whether
you are extracting for tinctures, making edibles or
cooking up new kinds of butter, these kitchens have
all the right ingredients to make sure your products
pass inspection – both by regulators and consumers.
The Linked Equipment team is well versed in
developing kitchen containers that meet or exceed
commercial kitchen safety standards. These units
provide easy to clean stainless steel surfaces inside
a durable, fully secured, portable building.

SECURE
VAULTS

Secure Storage Vaults
Linked Equipment is becoming a specialist in the
new and exciting sector of secure vaults. When
building a marijuana facility, secure vaults are
increasingly becoming a topic of discussion.
Our secure vaults can be used for a variety of
purposes, such as currency storage, equipment
storage, product security and more.
Our vaults are totally secure with sturdy steel
walls & ceilings, and a thick, locking steel
door. When these features are combined with
the weight inside, our vaults become nearly
impossible to move or break into.
We offer security systems inside the vaults, so
you can monitor all your valuables. Security
and peace of mind within the facility is very
important, we at Linked Equipment can make
all of this happen.

RESTROOMS
AND SHOWERS

Portable Restroom & Shower Units
Linked Equipment can offer you portable, toilet,
shower, and bath buildings in a variety of shapes
and sizes.
All rooms can be partitioned to your preferred
format while being fully set up with all plumbing
ready to connect to the external plumbing source
or as an off-grid unit with pumps and containers
for black and brown water.
We can build these for Male, Female, and
Unisex options. Our units are ﬁtted to meet ADA
Accessibility regulations.
Campground owners/operators, farm and ranch
operators, and special event coordinators are but
a few of our recent customers who have utilized
this effective turnkey restroom solution.

OFFICE
FACILITIES

Modular Office Spaces
We understand that running a special event or
a small business requires attention to both cost
and functionality.
Our containers can be retroﬁtted to
accommodate practically any office size
necessary, from small booths for administration
to larger office suites that cover the needs of
your expanding business.
We can construct interconnected office spaces,
offering more functionality with connecting
rooms, private spaces and bathroom facilities.
Our office container units can be fully insulated
and outﬁtted with air conditioning, beautiful
ﬂoors and painted walls.
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Core Benefits of Linked Equipment Containers:
 A Cost Effective, Turnkey Extraction Lab Solution
 Completely Mobile & Portable By Design
 Buildings Delivered in as Little as 4 Weeks
 Expertly Engineered for the Cannabis Industry
 Fully Customizable to Meet Your Business Needs
 Containers are Stackable and Interconnectable
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